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�e concept ‘Metropolitan Agriculture’ strives 
for new, balanced and sustainable relation-
ships  between the urban, the agricultural and 
the ecological landscape, in order to stop sup-
pression and to safeguard the world food 
supply in the future. To reach this goal, the 
concept has to be translated spatially. 

For this graduation project the concept was 
�rst translated into generic models that can be 
used as design tools  for analysis, monitoring 
and as a design lens. �ese models were used 
to translate the abstract concept of metropoli-
tan agriculture into a spatial design structure 
for the metropolitan region of Bucharest in 
Romania.

�e generic models can be used as design tools 
for the spatial translation of metropolitan 
agriculture in any super region. �ey can help 
to �nd a new, balanced and sustainable rela-
tionship between the urban, the agricultural 
and the ecological landscapes and therewith 
contribute to a sustainable food supply system 
in the future.

Implementing Metropolitan Agriculture              

Masterplan for the Metropolitan Agricultural Structure for Bucharest

Impression of the view from the edge of Lacul Vacaresti onto the ecologic reserve and the agricultural food parkGeneric models capturing the concept of Metropolitan Agriculture �e multifunctional connections and landscapes within the Metropolitan Agricultural Structure 

Urban connections and landscapes

Agricultural connections and landscapes

Ecological connections and landscapes

Section 1_scale 1:200_Examplary pro�le of the main connections. Important is that they all accomodate urban, agricultural and ecological �ows in a balanced way. Section 3_scale 1:400_�e Calea Vacaresti, �e market square, Vacaresti Market with impressions of the inside, the connecting bridge to Lacul vacaresti and the restored marshland

Section 4_scale 1:200_Main connection along Dambovita river, water square and recreational harbour and beginning agricultural food park with walnut tree lane

Section overview Section 2_scale 1:200_Glina Harbour, the Bucharest Food Trade Centre and the outer ring road of Bucharest

Plan of Vacaresti Market Site Plan of the Bucharest Food Trade Centre and Glina Harbour

Development of the concept from le� to right: current situation, implementing the metropolitan agriculture structure on the East side of Bucharest, continuing the structure around the whole city of Bucharest, connecting metropolitan agricultural structures between super regions

Birdeye impression viewing the two catalyst locations connected by the metropolitan agricultural structure with the Danube in the distance

Birdseye impression of Vacaresti Market Site

Impression inside the Agricultural Food Park
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